For the purpose of realizing real-time and wide-area stability monitoring of large power systems, the authors have been studying the eigenvalue estimation utilizing GPS-based synchronous measurement technology. The basic concept of the method is to identify the following multi-input multi-output power system dynamics from the synchronized measurements of rotor angles and speeds of generators and load fluctuations. where the state vector x is composed of the deviations of rotor angle and speed of all machines. The input vector u is composed of all load fluctuations. The system matrix A s provides modal frequencies, dampings and mode shapes corresponding to electromechanical modes. One problem to actualize the eigenvalue estimation is high equipment cost of measuring enormous number of load fluctuations. In Fig. 1 . Eigenvalue estimation using composite identification of power systems and loads the paper, in order to solve the problem, we propose a new concept of pseudo load model which is assumed to express dynamical characteristics of loads. Figure 1 shows the concept of the power system identification based on the pseudo load model. In the method, it is assumed that load fluctuations are generated by white noises via the load model. The composite dynamics of power systems and load models are identified from the measurements of only machines. Since the eigenvalues of the composite system are separated into power system's and load model's, the eigenvalues corresponding to electromechanical modes can be extracted from the identified composite system. Even if the load fluctuations do not have white noise characteristics, as shown in Fig. 1 , the eigenvalues can be obtained based on the use of the repeatedly differentiated measurements of rotor speeds.
In the paper, it is shown mathematically and by computer simulations that the eigenvalues corresponding to power systems and loads are estimated based on the new power system identification. Figure 2 shows a result of the simulation study. This figure indicates that two electromechanical modes (Mode #2 and #3) are estimated accurately. (1) *
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Fig. 5. Eigenvalue estimation using composite identification of power systems and loads. 2 Table 2 . True eigenvalues and estimated ones. 3 Table 3 . True eigenvalues and estimated ones. 
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